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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. From the Introduction. SHELLEY
referred to the great man of our title as Socrates, the Jesus Christ of Greece, nor was the English
poet the first or the last to institute the comparison. The fathers of the church, when answering the
jests of paganism, cited the martyr of the hemlock beside the martyr of the cross; free-thinkers of
yesterday and to-day have exalted his ethics and his mission in challenge to the Christian world and
its prophet. He has been compared to Buddha and the religious reformers of the ancient kingdoms
of Judah and Samaria. Yet, as we shall see, the historic Socrates was no religious zealot and
founded no religion. The traditional figure is slowly but certainly undergoing modification wherever
men have learned to distinguish Socrates from the men who walk either side or in front of him; the
genuine voice is beginning to sound more clear as our ears separate it from Xenophon s confusing
oratory and the insistent music of Plato. And now is there to be any longer reason for numbering
Saul among the prophets?...
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Very useful for all group of people. It is amongst the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. Its been written in an extremely straightforward way
and it is just right after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically modified me, change the way i think.
-- Felicia Nikolaus-- Felicia Nikolaus

These sorts of ebook is the ideal book o ered. It can be writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i advised this
publication to understand.
-- Mr. Alejandrin Murphy PhD-- Mr. Alejandrin Murphy PhD
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